BULGIN

Fuse Holders, Panel Mounting

A complete and versatile
range of Miniature Panel
Mounting Fuseholders accepting either "/,6 " x %* or the
continental size 5 x 20 mm
fuses. All are moulded in
highly polished black material
and feature: single hole fixing,
fuse carrier clearly marked
with word FUSE and fusesize, edge knurling and/or
coin slot to aid removal and
fuses which remove with the
carrier, breaking the circuit
and speeding replacement.
The range in detail consists of
the following models:

List No: DF.827/Volts/Colour*
for 5 X 20 mm. fuses
Neon Indicating Mode!

List No: F.296
for S X 20 mm. fuses

List No: F.297
for 3;{6>" X %"fuses
Standard Model•

DF.827/Volts/Colour.
New
Neon Indicating model which
'glows when the fuse blows'
and accepts 5 x 20 mm fuses.
The fuse carrier contains an
in-built neon lamp behind a
clear lens and a resistor is
fitted to enable use on JOOV.
or 250V.
State required
voltage when ordering.
F.296-297 are the basic models
accepting fuses of up to 5A.
250V. rating.
F.296/S-297/S
extra
safe
models which have a shrouded
fuse carrier which can only be
removed with the aid of a
screwdriver or coin.

List No: F.298
for 3/,fl>'l X %"fuses
High Rating Model

F.296-7/POT & F.296/5-7/S/
POT. New versions as above
models but fitted with special
t~gs able to accept 110 series
push-on tabs.
F.298 a special version of
F .297 able to accept fuses of
up to lOA. 32V. max. rating.

List No: F.296/POT
for 5 X 20 mm. fuses
List No: F.297/ POT
for 3/ ,6 " X %"fuses
Models with tags accepting 110 series
push~on ·tabs
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F.396 new intrinsically safe
model for 5 x 20 mm fuses
with many special safety features, including flush fuse
carrier and fully recessed
contacts, all built into a
___component of m'i_!li!lture size.

